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I. Definitions
Bridge: a vocabulary tool (bridge.haverford.edu)
Bridge Database: the master dataset for the Bridge
Definitions
SHORTDEF: a core definition for the lemma.
LONGDEF: a longer definition aiming to the semantic range of a word
LOCALDEF: the definition most relevant for a specific word in a text.
Lemma: the unique base or dictionary form of the word.
Known Lemma: a word that already exists in the database
Unknown Lemma: a word that does not exist in the database
Lemmatize: to link every inflected instance of a word to the unique base or dictionary form of
the word, which is known as the lemma.
Tokenize: to breaking a stream of text up into words (or phrases, symbols, or other meaningful
elements) called tokens. The list of tokens becomes input for further processing such as
parsing or text mining.
TITLE: the unique lemma used by the Bridge to identity words
Tool: the Bridge Lemmatizing Tool, a python script that tokenizes and lemmatizes a text.
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II. Setting Text
Goal: create a text that can be processed by the Tool.
Software needed: Word or equivalent.
Input required: digitized text
Output: a .txt file that can be processed by the Tool.

DIRECTIONS

Step 1: Create .txt file.
Save current document as a .txt file. If you are prompted to select an encoding, select “Unicode
7.0 UTF-8”.

Note: include only words in the ancient text that you want lemmatized. Omit, titles, chapter
headings, etc. Since, however, the Tool will automatically remove punctuation and numbers
from the text, you should leave these in place.
Step 2: Separate Enclitics.
Because the Bridge Lemmatization Tool only parses unambiguous forms, you will need to
separate enclitics from the words to which they are appended. This is easily done by FINDREPLACING enclitics (-que, -ue/ve, -ne, -cum). Since not all instances of “que” at the end of a
word are enclitics (cf. quisque), this will need to be done manually. DO NOT FIND-REPLACE
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ALL. Only separate true enclitics, not forms like plerique, atque, quoque, neque, etc.. These can
be handled by the lemmatizer.
Replace: que[space] with [space]que[space]
Replace: ue[space] with [space]ue[space]
Replace: ve[space] with [space]ve[space]
Replace: ne[space] with [space]ne[space]

Step 3: Prep Location data.
Identify whether you have a text with simple or complex subdivisions.
No or Simple Subdivisions: a single paragraph or a only one level of sub-division (lines
of a poem, sentences of a prose work.
If your text has No or Simple sub-divisions…
The Bridge Lemmatization Tool can automatically generate location data. Just make sure there
are hard returns between the subdivisions.
Example: If you took the first 7 lines of the Aeneid.
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The Bridge Lemmatization Tool will automatically append a “1” (location) to all the words in line
1, a “2” for those in line 2, etc.
If your text has multiple sub-divisions
The Bridge Lemmatization Tool can generate complex location data, but you need to mark these
subdivisions in the text. Add the location data for every sub-division in square brackets [ ], e.g.,
[2.1].
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IV. Tokenizing and Automatic Lemmatizing
Goal: given a plain text (.txt), make each word machine-readable and lemmatize those
words that unambiguously point to a single lemma.
Tool: a Python environment; the Bridge Lemmatization Tool (= a python script,
autoLemma.py) built off the CLTK lemmatizer.
Input required: a plain text of your Latin or Greek text.
Output: an Excel spreadsheet with unambiguous forms lemmatized and unambiguous
forms ready for lemmatized.
DIRECTIONS
Step 1: Run the Bridge Lemmatization Tool (for this you need access to a command line, you
need the Bridge Lemmatization Tool folder.
a) at a command-line (e.g. Terminal), change your directory to the folder that hosts the
tools: e.g., cd /Users/bmulliga/Dropbox/Classics\ Documents/Scholarship/Core\
Vocabulary/bridge-tools-master/
b) Add your text (yourfile.txt) to the tools folder
c) type: python3 autoLemma.py yourfile.txt latin [--flags]
a) You can also type python3 and then drag the files into the window
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After the autoLemma.py script has been run, a new
spreadsheet will appear in your tools folder: yourfile.xlsx

Step 2: Convert to BRIDGE TITLEs
The lemmatizer produces a spreadsheet with the
MORPHEUS lemmas. To prep the file for the BRIDGE you
will need to convert the MORPHEUS lemmas to BRIDGE
lemmas.
1) Run convert script: python3 convert_lemmata_format.py latin convert /Users/bmulliga/
Dropbox/Classics\ Documents/Scholarship/Projects/Core\ Vocabulary/BRIDGE/bridge-toolsmaster/Tacitus_Annales_13.xlsx morpheus bridge --col 2
2) Many MORPHEUS lemmas may not have resolved to BRIDGE TITLEs. Change v’s to u’s
and j’s to i’s and remove ‘1’s for these (and only these; not the TITLES that have resolved
already; sort by Column B; select range of morpheus: *** and find/replace u and j and 1)
3) Re-run script

Step 3: Clean up LOCATION Data
1) Verify that location data is correct
2) Copy-paste the entire LOCATION column in the same column
as “Values”. This will fix the location numbers in place and
remove an unnecessary formula that may affect performance.
Step 4: Add Vocabulary Dataset
Open up the new spreadsheet. Add the DICTIONARY sheet to the
spreadsheet (latest available on GitHub).The Dictionary Entry,
ShortDef, and LongDef columns should auto-complete.

Excel too Slow?
Vocabulary sheets can easily be quite large. It is not unusual for Excel to slow down to a degree
that it becomes unusable.
Fortunately, there are several simple changes that can reduce lag
considerably.
1) Remove formatting. Formatting, especially Conditional
Formatting causes significant performance issues in Excel.
Select the entire sheet and then “Clear.. Formats” in the Edit
Menu (be careful that you don’t select “All” or “Contents”!)
2) Remove auto-calculations. Lemmatizing can be done
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effectively with only the DISPLAY LEMMA
being autocalculated. Clear the formulae in the CHECK, SHORTDEF, and
LONGDEF columns.
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III. Complete Lemmatization
Goal: given a spreadsheet of words in a text, complete the lemmatization of the text
Tool: Excel or equivalent
Input required: spreadsheet generated by the Bridge Lemmatization Tool
Output: spreadsheet with all words lemmatized, ready for for processing into Bridge
DIRECTIONS
Step 1: open vocabulary spreadsheet. Unambiguous forms are already lemmatized. Ambiguous
forms are marked with an error message
For known lemmas, dictionary entries and definitions have been automatically been filled.
Figure: Vocabulary Spreadsheet After Preparation

Step 2: Lemmatizing Ambiguous Forms
Lemmatizing requires you to add the correct TITLE to the TITLE Column (C). A TITLE is either a
Known Lemma or an Unknown Lemma. First we will discuss Known Lemmas, then how to
handle Unknown Lemmas.
At the start you'll need to find the correct TITLEs in the DICTIONARY sheet. When you
start typing in a cell in Column C, possibilities will be suggested if that TITLE already
appears in the TEXT sheet. After a little while you'll have a sense of what form a TITLE
may take and the process can move quite quickly.
Note that TITLES follow a standard orthography and format:
• TITLES are always ALL-CAPS
• u's are v's; j’s are i’s; e.g., the TITLE for “abjuro” is ABIVRO.
• homonyms are distinguished by /1, /2, etc.
• There are a few other suffixes to distinguish homonyms: e.g., /N for proper names; /A
for proper adjectives.
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If a word is already in the vocabulary dataset…
As soon as the correct TITLE is added to Column C, the principle parts, basic, and
extended definitions will fill the DCC, DISPLAY LEMMA, SHORTDEF, and LONGDEF
columns respectively. For example, as soon as you enter FAMVLVS/1 for famulus (the
5th word in the sample text), the rest of the information is filled in automatically.

When you add a known TITLE to Column C, it will be repeated in Column B (CHECK).
This confirms that the TITLE is a Known Lemma.
Note: The DCC, DISPLAY LEMMA, SHORTDEF, or LONGDEF fields in the TEXT spreadsheet
should never be changed by hand.
If information is missing… add the information to the
DICTIONARY sheet, not the TEXT sheet.
For example, in the sample text HISTORIA is a Known
Lemma but lacks principle parts and definitions. You should
add those definitions in the DICTIONARY sheet.
Once you add the information tot he DICTIONARY sheet it will appear on the TEXT
sheet and we can import it into the main database in due course. Then every other
instance of HISTORIA in the text will automatically receive the same information.
If information is incorrect… (e.g. an incorrect dictionary entry or definition), please
note it and pass it on to Bret Mulligan. Do not correct by hand on either the TEXT or
DICTIONARY sheets. This information will not be imported into the master database and
will be lost.
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If the word is not already in the vocabulary dataset…
For example, in our sample text, ecclesiasticam (the 13th word of the text) is not in the
database. It will have to be added.

The assignment of new official TITLEs must be done by the database administrator. But
you should suggest a working TITLE, e.g., ECCLESIASTICVS.
Mark this suggestion with three pound signs (###), e.g. ###ECCLESIASTICVS.
Note that the CHECK column still shows an error. This confirms that the TITLE is not
already in the database.

###ECCLESIASTICVS

You should then add the title with the pound signs to the bottom of the DICTIONARY
sheet.

###ECCLESIASTICVS

You should then add the dictionary entry and definitions to Columns B, C, and D. All of
this will be gathered by the database, be available on the Bridge, and so will allow for the
creation of accurate running lists.

###ECCLESIASTICVS

When you return to TEXT, the information will appear next to the new lemma.

###ECCL

###ECCLESIASTICVS
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STEP 3: Adding LOCALDEFs
LOCALDEFs are the definitions that will appear in the running lists for your commentary.
You should add LOCALDEFs to the DICTIONARY sheet only. You might speed up the process
by copy/pasting from the SHORT and/or LONGDEFs on the DICTIONARY sheet. You can then
alter the LOCALDEFs to best represent the usage by your author. This definition will be appear
in the text’s Glossary.
After you have set the LOCALDEFs on the DICTIONARY sheet, the LOCALDEFs will be filled in
for all words in your text on the TEXT sheet automatically.
If you are satisfied with the LOCALDEF for every instance of the word in your text… then
you are done!
If you need to modify the LOCALDEF for an instance of the word in your text…
Note: It is standard practice in DCC commentaries for the running definitions to be
uniform throughout the commentary. You should, therefore, create you LOCALDEFs to
represent the full range of the word as it is used in your text. You can, of course, draw
attention to a particular meaning in the notes.
If, however, you are compelled to alter an instance of the word in your text…
On the TEXT sheet, copy the LOCALDEF column and paste values in the same column. You
need to break the link between the individual cells and the general definition on the
DICTIONARY sheet.

You can now edit any and all LOCALDEFs on the TEXT sheet to match the exact usage for the
word in the text. This definition will appear for the running vocabulary list for that location in the
text.
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V. Creating and Posting Running Lists
Once every word in your text is associated with a LOCALDEF, you can create the running lists.

STEP 1: Ready Filter
Turn filters on for the sheet.
Select the cell between the 1 and A. DO NOT SKIP THIS STEP!
Select the FILTER icon.
Filter icons (down arrows) will now appear at the top of every column.
STEP 2: Filter In/Out DCC Core Vocabulary
Select the Filter icon for the DCC column.
Deselecting the 0 entry will give you a running list of only the DCC
CORE vocabulary in the text.
Selecting only the 0 will give you a running list only the non-DCC
CORE vocabulary in the text. Tip: first select (Select All) to remove
all words, then select 0.

STEP 3: Copy DCC HTML for every page of the text directly into DRUPAL or into a text
editor.
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VI. Bridge Processing
Goal: given a vocabulary spreadsheet (.xls), add the lemmatized text to the Bridge.
Tool: a Python environment; the Bridge Input Tool (= a python script, bridgeInput.py)
Input required: a spreadsheet with the fully lemmatized vocabulary for your Latin or
Greek text.
Output: an Excel spreadsheet that can be inputed into the Bridge database.
DIRECTIONS
Step 1: Run the Bridge Input Tool (for this you need access to a command line, you need the
Bridge Lemmatization Tool folder).
a) at a command-line (e.g. Terminal), change your directory to the folder that hosts the
tools: e.g., cd /Users/bmulliga/Dropbox/Classics\ Documents/Scholarship/Core\
Vocabulary/bridge-tools-master/
b) Add your spreadsheet (yourfile.xls) to the tools folder
c) type: python bridgeInput.py yourfile.xls ***
a) You can also type python and then drag the files into the window

….
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